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Abstract—In this contribution, we present a segmentation
algorithm based on thresholding to subdivide an intensity image
in the regions of object and background. The optimal threshold is
found by maximizing a likelihood function derived from a novel
intensity probability density function model, which consists of the
sum of two weighted four-parameter gamma distributions, as a
more flexible alternative to currently used models consisting of
the sum of two weighted two-parameter Gaussian distributions.
According to our experiments with 132 images, the proposed
algorithm is in average slightly better than the best found in
the scientific literature, performing particularly good in low
contrast images. The additional parameters and complexity of
its likelihood function resulted in an increase of the processing
time by a factor of 3, from 0.003 sec/image to 0.009 sec/image.

ln (p (I|thop )) = maxth [ln (p (I|th))] , ∀ th ∈ 0, 1, ..., 255

where p (I|th) is obtained by assuming that a memory-less
information source generates each of the N intensity values
in , n = 0, 1, ..., n, ..., N − 1, of the image I by choosing a
statistically independent number from a discrete alphabet of
256 possible intensity values {0, 1, .., i, .., 255} according to
the following discrete probability density function described
by the parameter set P :
P DF S (i; P : {th, w0 , w1 , S0 , S1 }) = P DF S (i; P ) =
([u(0) − u(th)] ∗ w0 ∗ P DF0S (i; S0 ))+
([u(th + 1) − u(255)] ∗ w1 ∗

I.

I NTRODUCTION

In the field of image processing, algorithms are commonly
needed to subdivide an intensity image (grayscale image) that
shows an object in front of a background in the regions
of object and background. These algorithms are known in
the literature as image segmentation algorithms. An image
segmentation algorithm classifies each pixel of the intensity
image in one of two possible classes: the class of the pixels
that conform the background region (class 0) or the class of the
pixels that conform the object region (class 1), or vice versa.
Among many segmentation algorithms found in the literature
[11], [20], [22], [29]–[32], some of the most popular segmentation algorithms are those based on thresholding, which
make the classification by comparing the intensity values of the
pixels with a reference intensity value called threshold. If the
intensity value of the pixel is less or equal to the threshold, the
pixel is classified as belonging to the background region (class
0), otherwise it is classified as belonging to the object region
(class 1), or vice versa. The algorithm output is a binary image,
usually known as segmented image, with the same dimensions
as the original intensity image. This image has the value of 0
(black) in the pixels classified as belonging to the background
region and the value of 255 (white) in the pixels classified as
belonging to the object region, or vice versa.
We are particularly interested in those segmentation algorithms based on thresholding, which automatically obtain the
optimal threshold by maximizing a likelihood function [20],
[22]–[29]. In these algorithms, the optimal threshold thop is
the one that maximizes a likelihood function which consists
on the natural logarithm of the conditional probability p (I|th)
of image I given a threshold th, this is:
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(1)

(2)

P DF1S (i; S1 ))

Note that, the first part of (2) is the probability density function
P DF0S (i; S0 ) of the intensity values of the pixels of class 0,
which is described by parameter set S0 , weighted by w0 and
rectangular windowed in the domain [0, th] by the unit step
functions u(0) and u(th). The second part is a probability
density function P DF1S (i; S1 ) of the intensity values of the
pixels of class 1, which is described by parameter set S1 ,
weighted by w1 and rectangular windowed in the domain
[th + 1, 255] by the unit step functions u(th + 1) and u(255),
where w0 + w1 = 1. Then, using the P DF S of (2), the
probability of the image given the threshold p (I|th) can be
calculated as the product of the probabilities of occurrence of
each of the N image intensity values assuming that these are
statistically independent as follows:

p (I|th) =

N
Y

P DF S (in ; P )

(3)

n=1

The set of parameters P : {th, w0 , w1 , S0 , S1 } is usually unknown. However, for a given threshold th, the other parameters
{w0 , w1 , S0 , S1 } can be estimated using the P DF I (intensity
probability density function of the image) derived from the
histogram h(i) of the intensity image I as P DF I (i) =
h(i)/N , where h(i) gives the relative frequency (number of
occurrences) of any of the 256 possible intensity values i in
the image. It is very important to mention that the P DF S
associated with the optimal threshold thop , which is called
P DF S,op , represents the best approximation of the P DF I
derived from the histogram of the image.
The most popular thresholding algorithms based on maximum likelihood found in the scientific literature are those
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proposed by Kittler et al. in [20] (see also [16], [17]), Kurita
et al. in [22] and Otsu et al. in [29]. The three of them
assume that the probability density functions P DF0S (i; S0 )
and P DF1S (i; S1 ) of (2) are Gaussian distributions of two
parameters each (mean and variance). Kittler assumes also that
the weights, means and variances are different. However, Kurita constraints the variances to be equal and Otsu constraints
not only the variances to be equal, but the weights as well.
In the last exhaustive survey on thresholding algorithms
[32], 40 renamed thresholding algorithms were applied to text
document images and Non Destructing Testing (NDT) images
(ultrasonic images, eddy current images, thermal images, xray computed topography, endoscopic images, laser scanning
confocal microscopy, etc.). Among the 40 algorithms, Kittler’s
algorithm was undisputed number one in both application
areas. Despite Kittler’s algorithm supremacy over the rest,
it had medium and low performance in some tested images.
This happened because the two-parameter Gaussian distributions were not capable to describe some complex shapes of
probability density functions found in those images. Thus, a
more flexible P DF S is required in order to increase the performance of the maximum likelihood thresholding algorithms. To
accomplish this, we propose here a new maximum likelihood
thresholding algorithm based on a more flexible P DF S to
model the probability density function of the intensity values
P DF I of image I. Instead of assuming that P DF0S and
P DF1S are two Gaussian distributions of two parameters each
(mean and variance), we assume that they are two gamma
distributions of four parameters each (shape, scale, location
and reflection). The asymmetry and quantity of parameters
of these gamma distributions make the P DF S of (2) more
flexible for modeling complex shapes of probability density
functions. This increase in flexibility will make the proposed
algorithm perform better than the other maximum likelihood
thresholding algorithms. Related approaches can be found in
the scientific literature [1]–[10], but using the classical twoparameter gamma distribution, which as the two-parameter
Gaussian distribution lacks of sufficient flexibility to model
complex shapes of probability density functions.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the proposed algorithm is described. In Section III, the experimental
results are given. Finally, in Section IV, the summary and
conclusions are found.
II.

P ROPOSED ALGORITHM

In this work, we propose to use in (2) the following two
four-parameter gamma probability density functions:

α0 −1 −λ0 (i−ϕ0 )
1
λ0 (i−ϕ0 )
β0
=
e
β0
β0 ∗ Γ(α0 )

α1 −1 −λ1 (i−ϕ1 )
1
λ1 (i−ϕ1 )
β1
P DF1S (i; S1 ) =
e
β1
β1 ∗ Γ(α1 )
P DF0S (i; S0 )

(4)
(5)

where the parameter αj (real positive), j = {0, 1}, describes
the shape, βj (real positive) describes the scale, ϕj (real
positive or negative) describes the location, and λj (either
1 or -1) describes whether the P DFjS is non reflected or
reflected over the y axis, respectively. The set of parameters
that describe this model is composed by 11 parameters:
P : { th, w0 , w1 , S0 : { λ0 , ϕ0 , β0 , α0 } , S1 : { λ1 , ϕ1 , β1 , α1 } }.

Fig. 1. Example of the proposed P DF S (i; P ) with parameters P : { th =
140, w0 = 0.55, w1 = 0.45, S0 : { λ0 = −1, ϕ0 = 147, β0 = 25, α0 =
2 } , S1 : { λ1 = 1, ϕ1 = 130, β1 = 16, α1 = 3 } }.

Fig. 1 depicts an example of the proposed P DF S (i; P ).
Inserting (4) and (5) into (2) the natural logarithm of (3)
becomes the following likelihood function:
ln(p(I|th)) = [c0,th N ln(w0 ) + c1,th N ln(w1 )]+
[

th
X
λ0 (i − ϕ0 )
(h(i)[(α0 − 1) ln(λ0 (i − ϕ0 )) −
])
β0
i=0

−c0,th N ln(β0α0 ∗ Γ(α0 ))]+
[

255
X

h(i)[(α1 − 1) ln(λ1 (i − ϕ1 )) −

i=th+1

(6)

λ1 (i − ϕ1 )
]
β1

−c1,th N ln(β1α1 ∗ Γ(α1 ))]

Pth
P255
where c0,th =
i=0 h(i)/N , c1,th =
i=th+1 h(i)/N ,
c0,th + c1,th = 1 and h(i) is the histogram of the intensity
image I. For the maximization of (6), we apply a downhill
simplex based method [14], [15].
It is important to mention that (6) represents a general
likelihood function from which Otsu’s [29], Kurita’s [22] and
Kittler’s [20] likelihood functions (as described in [22]) can
be derived as special cases. For instance, based on [12], [13],
if the parameters sets Sj : {λj , ϕj , βj , αj }, j = {0, 1}, are
written as follows
Sj : { λj = 1, ϕj → −∞, βj2 =

σj2
σj2
, αj = 2 }
µj − ϕ j
βj

(7)

and the Stirling’s Formula [18] for approximating a gamma
function for large shape values αj is used, then (6) becomes
Kittler’s likelihood function, where µj and σj2 , j = {0, 1},
are the means and variances of the P DFjS based on Gaussian
distributions, respectively. Furthermore, assuming that the variances of the Gaussian distributions have the same values, then
(6) becomes Kurita’s likelihood function. Finally, if also both
w0 and w1 are set to 0.5, then (6) becomes Otsu’s likelihood
function.
III.

E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed algorithm, along with Kittler’s [20], Kurita’s
[22] and Otsu’s [29] algorithms, were implemented in the
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programming language C under Visual C++ 2008. To assess
the performance of the proposed algorithm against Kittler’s,
Kurita’s and Otsu’s algorithms, three different experiments on
132 images were carried out. The 132 images, along with
their manual segmentations, are available on a data base called
IPCV-Lab Image Data Base. These images are subdivided
into 7 different categories: 12 images whose histograms were
synthetically generated using random number generators [14],
[21]; 8 images generated by computer graphics; 13 images
captured using imaging techniques (thermography, radiography, x-rays and remote sensing); 33 images containing letters;
42 photographs containing objects, people, animals and nature;
4 images of small objects; and 20 low contrast images. The
average size of the images was about 600 pixels x 400 pixels.
In the following, the three experiments will be described.
In the first experiment, for each of the 132 images, the F1scores [19], [32] between each of the segmented images provided by the four algorithms and the corresponding manually
segmented image were computed. Table I depicts the average
F1-scores for all of the 7 categories and the average F1scores for the low contrast image category. Since the proposed
TABLE I.
Image Category
Low contrast
All categories

F1- SCORE EVALUATION
Proposed
0.79
0.92

Kittler
0.63
0.87

Kurita
0.61
0.89

Otsu
0.69
0.85

algorithm average F1-score for all of the 7 categories was
slightly higher than the averages obtained by Kittler’s, Kurita’s,
and Otsu’s algorithms, we can conclude that the proposed
algorithm is in average slightly more precise than the other
three. In addition, since in the low contrast image category
the average F1-score of the proposed algorithm is significantly
higher than the average F1-scores of the other three algorithms,
the proposed algorithm can be considered the best option for
segmenting low contrast images. This can be seen in part A of
Fig. 2, which shows the segmentation results of a low contrast
intensity image depicting a coin. Note that the segmented
image obtained by the proposed algorithm (see sub-Fig. 2-A.5)
is much better than those obtained by the other algorithms (see
sub-Figs. 2-A.6, 2-A.7 and 2-A.8).
In the second experiment, for each of the 132 images, the
mean square errors between the optimal models P DF S,op
obtained by each of the four algorithms and the intensity
probability density function P DF I derived from the image
histogram were calculated [24]. Table II depicts the average
mean square errors for all of the 7 categories and the average
mean squared errors for the low contrast image category
(scaled by a factor of 107 ). As it can be seen, the proposed
TABLE II.

M EAN SQUARE ERROR EVALUATION ( SCALED BY A FACTOR
OF 107 )
Image Category
Low contrast
All categories

Proposed
43
84

Kittler
51
113

Kurita
66
178

Otsu
190
377

algorithm achieves the lowest average mean square error for
all of the 7 categories. This is because the proposed gamma
distributions used in the P DF S allow better approximations of
the P DF I than the ones achieved using Gaussian distributions.
An example of this can be appreciated in part B of Fig. 2,
which shows the segmentation results of an image depicting a

buoy. Note that the optimal model P DF S,op obtained by the
proposed algorithm (see sub-Fig. 2-B.9) approximates better
the P DF I than those obtained by the other algorithms (see
sub-Figs. 2-B.10, 2-B.11 and 2-B.12).
In the third experiment, several people of different ages,
genders, careers, etc., subjectively evaluated the quality of the
segmentation results obtained with all of the 132 images. Every
person was asked to evaluate each segmentation result with
a number between 0 and 100, where 0 represented a very
bad segmentation result and 100 an excellent segmentation
result. As a reference, the manual segmentation of each image
(ground truth) was also delivered to the evaluators. Table III
depicts the results of this subjective evaluation. From these
TABLE III.
Image Category
Low contrast
All categories

S UBJECTIVE EVALUATION
Proposed
65
81

Kittler
49
78

Kurita
42
78

Otsu
53
74

results, we can infer that the proposed algorithm is slightly
more precise than the other three, which was also inferred in
the F1-score evaluation of Table I.
The segmentation of the 132 images was made in a
Windows 7 laptop with an intel core i3 at 4 GHz speed and 4
GB RAM. Table IV shows the average time that each of the
four algorithms spent for segmenting one image (in seconds).
It can be seen how the proposed algorithm requires in average
TABLE IV.

AVERAGE PROCESSING TIME FOR THE 132 IMAGES ( IN
SECONDS )
Algorithm
Time

Proposed
0.009

Kittler
0.003

Kurita
0.003

Otsu
0.003

3 times the processing time required by Kittler’s, Kurita’s
or Otsu’s algorithm for segmenting one image. The increase
in processing time is a result of the additional parameters
and complexity of the proposed likelihood function. However,
since the processing times are very low (in the millisecond
scale), this difference is not very significant even for real-time
applications.
IV.

S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSIONS

In this contribution, we presented a maximum likelihood
thresholding algorithm, whose likelihood function was derived
from a new intensity probability density function model. This
new model consists of the sum of two weighted gamma
distributions of four parameters each (shape, scale, location
and reflection), and represents a more precise alternative to
currently used models found in the scientific literature, consisting on the sum of two weighted Gaussian distributions of
two parameters each (mean and variance). It is important to
mention that the likelihood function obtained from this new
model was demonstrated to be a general likelihood function
from which the Gaussian based likelihood functions [20], [22],
[29] (as described in [22]) can be derived as special cases.
The proposed algorithm, along with Kittler’s [20], Kurita’s
[22] and Otsu’s [29] algorithms, were applied to 132 images.
The total average F1-score achieved by the proposed algorithm
was 5%, 3% and 7% higher when compared to those obtained
by the Kittler’s, Kurita’s and Otsu’s algorithm, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Parts A and B show the segmentation results for an image depicting a coin and an image depicting a buoy on the sea surface, respectively. (A.1/B.1)
original color images; (A.2/B.2) original intensity images; (A.3/B.3) manually segmented images; (A.4/B.4) intensity probability density functions P DF I
obtained from the histogram of the original image; (A.5/B.5), (A.6/B.6), (A.7/B.7) and (A.8/B.8) segmented images obtained by the proposed, Kittler’s, Kurita’s
and Otsu’s algorithms, respectively; (A.9/B.9), (A.10/B.10), (A.11/B.11) and (A.12/B.12) optimal models P DF S,op obtained by the proposed, Kittler’s, Kurita’s
and Otsu’s algorithms, respectively, superimposed on the P DF I obtained from the histogram of the original image.

This results allow us to conclude that the proposed algorithm
in average delivered slightly more precise segmentation results
than those obtained by the other three. This was also confirmed by a subjective evaluation of the segmented images. In
addition, since the average F1-score of the proposed algorithm
for low contrast images was 16%, 18% and 10% higher than
those obtained by Kittler’s, Kurita’s and Otsu’s algorithms,
respectively, the proposed algorithm is undoubtedly the best
option when segmenting low contrast images.
The approximation quality of the model of the intensity
probability density function obtained by each one of the four
algorithms was also evaluated. For quality evaluation, the mean
square error between the found optimal model and the intensity
probability density function computed from the intensity image
histogram was compared. In this regard, the approximation
quality of the proposed algorithm was 27%, 60% and 78% better than Kittler’s, Kurita’s and Otsu’s algorithms, respectively.
This confirms our hypothesis that the new model is capable
of describing more complex shapes of intensity probability
density functions than the currently used models consisting of
the sum of two weighted two-parameter Gaussian distributions,
which resulted in a performance increase of the maximum
likelihood thresholding approach.
The additional parameters and complexity of the proposed
algorithm likelihood function resulted in an increase of the
processing time by a factor of 3 with respect to Kittler’s,
Kurita’s or Otsu’s algorithms. However, since the processing
times are very low, this increase is not very significant even
for real-time applications.
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